Application of replica exchange umbrella sampling to protein structure refinement of nontemplate models.
We provide an assessment of a computational strategy for protein structure refinement that combines self-guided Langevin dynamics with umbrella-potential biasing replica exchange using the radius of gyration as a coordinate (Rg -ReX). Eight structurally nonredundant proteins and their decoys were examined by sampling conformational space at room temperature using the CHARMM22/GBMV2 force field to generate the ensemble of structures. Two atomic statistical potentials (RWplus and DFIRE) were analyzed for structure identification and compared to the simulation force-field potential. The results show that, while the Rg -ReX simulations were able to sample conformational basins that were more structurally similar to the X-ray crystallographic structures than the starting first-order ranked decoys, the potentials failed to detect these basins from refinement. Of the three potential functions, RWplus yielded the highest accuracy for recognition of structures that refined to an average of nearly 20% increase in native contacts relative to the starting decoys. The overall performance of Rg -ReX is compared to an earlier study of applying temperature-based replica exchange to refine the same decoy sets and highlights the general challenge of achieving consistently the sampling and detection threshold of 70% fraction of native contacts.